
A STORM over Europe is building and the Great
COLLAPSE will WAKE the sheep when the banks go
down
2024 a year to remember as WHISTLEBLOWERS FROM MILITARY,
BANKING, HEALTHCARE, GOVERNMENTS, ESTABLISHMENTS STEP
FORWARD

Q) The Storm Rider /Official Page, new writeups since 12/5/23 7:22 PM
UTC up to 12/7/23 8:09 PM UTC.
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]] INFILTRATION [[

The Military Alliance white hats ops had infiltrated the deep state
projects and operations since the 70s
>That includes white hats placed inside the World Economic Forum
_CIA
_FBI
_DNC
_WORLD BANKS
_WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION
_NATO
_UNITED NATIONS
_THE VATICAN
_ CARNEGIE ENDOWMENT
_LOCKHEED MARTIN/SKUNK WORKS
_BOEING
_GENERAL DYNAMICS
_THE MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
_THE MILITARY CENSORSHIP COMPLEX SYSTEMS
_BIG TECH
_BIG PHARMA
_CDC
_WALL STREET
_WORLD ELITE FAMILIES AND REGIMENS
_MUSIC INDUSTRY
_THE WORLD SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY

_
_
_
_
_
"
_
_

_NOW you will see white hat sleepers from country to country wake up
and start to EXPOSE their industries, their governments, their
Corporation, agencies and their own corrupt family's and regimens.

It's already happening and will grow.

From Congress going after Epstein to exposing Biden.
To Congress, Senate exposing the gain of function virus
To true insiders and CLASSIFIED agents in different sectors of military
and INTELLIGENCE coming forward on corruption. Vaccine death
exposure. To cia ufo UAP retrieval Programs.

Even leaders who are heads of climate change agenda will come
forward and expose the hoax and corruption behind the UN / WEF
climate change agenda.

Across the world in over a hundred countries, white hats sleepers are
ACTIVATED<

They will all expose their government and regimens of corruption tied to
vaccine deaths, cover ups. Fake pandemics.

From New Zealand to Europe to Mexico to the U.S. Canada and beyond
the MASSIVE Great Awakening operations is taking place.
I'm the next 4_7 months will be the fastest awaking movements to take
place on earth.

Elon Musk took down Disney CEO who challenged him with in a few
hours by having tens of millions imminently boycottimg Disney.
" Go fuck your self) Musk said... And also gave COMMS that the world
will choose the right. ( He was actually giving COMMS letting everyone
know he can maneuver an army of global Patriots against the deep



state in a moments notice<)
_recently now AJ confirmed that Elon Musk was infact working with USSF
and TRUMP placed him into command ( i had given this DROP ) over 2
months ago

_TRUMP WAS TRULY ONE OF THE FIRST WORLD WIDE WHISTLEBLOWERS
AND SAID CLIMATE CHANGE WAS A HOAX and he pulled all American
U.S.. Dollars out of the Paris Agreement on climate change
_Trump led the way into revealing to the world that Mainstream media
news was FAKE
_Now Trump is exposing the U.S. judicial corruption System and all the
three branches of government.

The.] INFILTRATION [ into the deep systems was masterfully
maneuvered by military operations across the world.....

Have faith Patriots .. Lots of good people in harm's way exposing a
global., globalist deep State cabal regimen.

�� WARNING ��
_2024 the year ADRENOCHROME will be exposed on a massive level<
ITS COMING!!!!!!!!!!!
TRUMPS CONGRESS SURE HAS ALOT OF CARDS ON THEIR TABLE.
�
Podesta. Wiener. Clinton. Rich. WikiLeaks.
Macfee , [ EPSTEIN] , BIDEN LAPTOP
Obama, Gates.Microsoft , FBI cover-up. Cia operations

_
_
_
It's all connected to a deep state MILITARY COUP. .. It's so connected to [
ds] military dark ops. .................. The Storm is a massive world
operation////
And >]]]]] INFILTRATION [[[[[ was the key
_
Alot happing world Patriots as Cia EXPOSURE is happening with ufos.
Human trafficking, military coup on Trump using social media. Fbi. Using
intelligence agencies.
_Congress leaders Exposing fauci
The virus.

_Leaders going after Epstein report and list
( This is only the start ���)
The world Elites hide their money. Vatican Recall all assets. Rothschilds
hides money goes private. Switzerland hides money in mountains.
_NATO/cia failure to capture Russia ( as Colonial macgregor has
described)
_Less 5% of Americans take new vaccines and boosters
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_ the world health org stops the 2022 and 2023 PLANDEMIC ( but they
are trying again for 2024  , safety measures are in place to expose the
WEF. CDC. WHO ,DAVOS. GATES CIA REGIMEN...... And it's happening
now and continues into FULL exposure of 2025
_leaders in several countries including U.S. senators and Congressional
leaders start to expose a world globalist agenda connected to WEF who.
_
_
_
_
_ so much things happened!!!!!!!
___

_DOD spokes person admits U.S. a broken corporation and military will
step in a certain time as they watch and monitor U.S. citizens waking
up.
_
_
_Billions across the world reject vaccines <
and new boosters<
_
_hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of millions of people got RED-
PILLED in 2023.
____
SUMMER 2024 WORLD REVOLUTION
AGAINST THE DEEP STATE.
THE FALL OF THE CABAL

The best is yet to come
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The number #1 country in the world with tier one data base and the
best IT network is in New Zealand with the national healthcare ,
government and vaccine data base. >And the one person in charge of
building the data system and being in charge of the tier one network
just came forward as a whistleblow with the hidden data from the New
Zealand governments science
,healthcare and data tier one records. And he shows that one in four
people who took vaccines are dying. Barry Young whon was in charge of
the Tier one days base says he felt it was his duty and his calling
through God to do the right thing and expose the truth of the deaths
from vaccines and he knew they were going to arrest him and bring him
down for doing this in his interview to a top journalist in the country.
Within hours of interview Barry Young was arrested and his lawyer were
also being indicted along with the journalist ( now the New Zealand
government is trying to spin the story)..... Fortunately the EXPOSURE
and TRUTH is already hitting the world wide web and expected to hit
over a billion views in a few days.

_The Pentagon who pushed vaccines now has their own doctor stepping
forward and saying heart failure among the military has spiked over
900% increase in soldiers, this comes off their own data base of the
military and was EXPOSED by Lieutenant Ted Macie
>Pentagon data shows heart failure spiked nearly 1,000% among pilots
in 2022: whistleblower

_Currently in Congress major Whistleblowers from the U.S. and top EU
insurance agencies ( who have massive data of insurance clients deaths
happening directly after vaccine injections support Spiked by 700% ,
while the non-vaccinated deaths stayed the same) are talking with
Congress and getting their protection to come forward as
whistleblowers.
_BEHIND THE SCENES]]; Congress and the Senate white hats are going
after the vaccine cover-up and corruption, that will connect a world wide
ELITE operations being run by globalist ( currently several senators and
Congress have already divulged information on ELITES controlling WHO .
connected to Gates > WEF)

> The Senate is waiting on military alliance operations in several
countries to bring forward MAJOR Whistleblowers in healthcare industry,
military networks and government orgs,>>> including the 2024 military
leaks of the COVID creation and vaccine planned agenda dating back to
1999 2007 2013 <<<
_____
The MASSIVE walls are breaking<  of the man made COVID pandemic,
man made creation of the virus and man made death vaccines!!!
And it's happening and growing in real time, and behind the scenes the
health care industry and the doctors and their leaders are facing a truth
that they helped kill millions of people around the world..... The TRUTH
is beginning to sink in and major panic is happening as healthcare
systems around the world are asking the governments to censor the
internet and shut down whistleblowers and free speech.
PANIC PANIC is happening as they know TOP WHISTLEBLOWERS ARE
COMING FORWARD AND MASSIVE DATA LEAKS IS OCCURRING
MYSTERIOUSLY<
_____
_The Globalist deep state cabal operations is failing on a grand scale

BEHIND THE SCENES>];
MASSIVE MASSIVE PANIC INSIDE OF W.H.O. AND WEF AS THEIR
COMPUTERS AND SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN CYBER-ATTACKED THE PAST 3
MONTHS
( [ They] try desperately to keep the data breachs hidden)
______
What happens when Israel money is connected to Antony Blicken,
Obama, Bushs CIA, MOSSAD , [EPSTEIN]... GEORGE SOROS
CONTROL OVER U.S. COURTS ?
How did Israel finance the DNC and bribe congressman and the Senate
to come under Israeli Power and control?
How does Israel control YouTube, Google Facebook?
How long has the KAZARIAN Mafia ( Rothschilds , Rockefellers come
from same region and both funded WW1 WW2 with the Bushs and
families of the Bilderburger group ( DAVOS +WEF +IMF +ETC) had
control of most of world elections
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What happens when the world White hats operations go after the
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE DEEP STATE/KAZARIANS /GLOBALIST/ CORRUPT



CIA. FBI / EX PRESIDENTS AND THEIR REGIMENS?
>* It's already happening and the EVENTS are increasing<<<<<

Everything is leading to Crimes Against Humanity.
_remember >[ INFILTRATION] is the key
BEHIND THE SCENES>]; White hats inside UN are pushing for War
Crimes And crimes Against Humanity against Israeli leader Netanyahu.
And the UN general assembly is pushing world courts for 2024
INDICTMENT against NETANYAHU
( In this same time the true Good Israeli people will have a revolution in
their country and a military coup will happen against the Fake
KAZARIANs_In the same time in the U.S. the collapse of JP Morgan will
began with world banks and the exposure of [ EPSTEIN] WILL FOLLOW IN
_at the same time Congress will EXPOSE the control of Israeli money
over cia.rinos. dnc, wall street and decades of corruption of the
Washington DC SWAMP <
__
BEHIND THE SCENE>]; A POWERFUL INTELLIGENCE IS HELPING

The Great Awakening leads to SUPER INTELLIGENCE and the
understanding why humanity was kept in the dark for so long.

BOTH the DEEP STATE and While hats ALLIANCE want to reveal the
POWERFUL HIDDEN TECHNOLOGY..... But only one wants to use the high
tech to save humanity.

And only one confer's with the future.
Zero point energy]]]TESLA. INFINITE ENERGY IS INFINIT KNOWLEDGE
A Ghost in the computers.

GOD WINS
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CURRENTLY> UKRAINE MILITARY. GOVERNMENT IS IN FREE FALL AND
MASSIVE DIVISION IS HAPPENING<
_From inside killings of commanders and Ukraine government officials to
Zelensky in fear for his life.

Behind the scenes>]; Zelensky has already moved billions to

Switzerland and islands and U S. accounts.

BEHIND THE SCENES>]: THE CIA AND U S. GOVERNMENT IS CURRENTLY
MAKING ZELENSKY A U.S. PASSPORT AND CIA OFFICIALS WANT HIM IN
FLORIDA
____
Here's what's happening . Zelensky killed near half a Million of his own
people ( and most of those Ukrainains were military aged soldiers and
specialist ) and displaced over
10 million Ukrainian woman, children and the elderly.
_Top Ukraine military commanders have gotten military leaks that
Zelensky and his cabinet with government officials were all bought off
by the CIA. World banks. Nato.mi6 and Globalist to start a war that in
hopes would lead to NATO CAPTURING MOSCOW RUSSIA AND TAKING
OVER RUSSIAN GDP AND TRILLIONS IN ONE OF THE WORLDS BIGGEST
LITHIUM RESERVES
AND NATO/UN /DAVOS CIA had plans to kill millions of Ukraine's through
aproxy war that would garner world support ( meaning trillions in
rebuildimg Ukraine with world money and influence and turning Ukraine
back into the power house of KHAZAR KAZARIAN control and they had
plans to bring in the Jewish people in settlement operations and build a
Ukrainian nation
Dedicated to Rothschilds and Rockefellers BLACKROCK
INFRASTRUCTURE and make Ukraine the biggest MONEY LAUNDERING
SYSTEM IN THE WORLD AND THE HUB OF THE GLOBALIST OPERATIONS
WITH CONNECTION TO RUSSIA LITHIUM AND NEW INFRASTRUCTURES <
( but now this plan has failed)

CURRENTLY _
EUROPEAN UNION AND THE UNITED STATES/ Biden warm of cutting off
Ukraine no money and prepare for the world Ukraine for bad news .

_The Chief of staff of Ukraine military is rising against Zelensky and cia
and mi6 can't stop the coming COUP
_
Zelensky is in great fear as he believes the CIA. Mi6 will try to kill him. ..
but Zelensky has [ KILLSWITCH] with his closest allies in case anything
happens to him ( this means he has all the evidence the cia.mi6 . Nato
un . Globalist used to create a proxy war and planned to kill millions of
Ukrainians for sympathy mockingbird operations to garner.
Zelensky knows where are the dear bodies are buried ( he knows all the



intelligence information of cia/ nato/ Davos / operations in Ukraine....
This why the cia haven't kill him in false flag ops
_ behind the scenes>]; Russia has already tried to bring Zelensky to
Russia under protection if he would expose the deep state operations to
world military tribunal courts.
But mi6 .cia MOSSAD have already threaten Zelensky......... Now the
only thing the cia can do is bring Zelensky out of Ukraine
___
Behind the scenes>[: NATO COLLAPSING
The whole reason the whole reason NATO exists is because it wants to
defeat Russia
Or wanted to defend it's local countries against the Soviet empire ,
which more doesn't exist anymore
>.. Now NATO member countries see NATO has stolen money from
countries and lied about military wins and assessment... And nato
countries do not see a need for nato as they failed their only job to
defeat Russia.
Nato could not Provid the troops and military to defeat Russia .. And
now Turkey plans to join the war in middle east and leave NATO .
_
_
_
I had told you long ago that NATO WAS COLLAPSING .
I told you long ago that a military coup was silently happening inside
Ukraine

_NOW the CIA and DOD are inside a silent war as CIA is planning to
blame DOD for the Ukraine war failure./) But inside the DOD ( white hats
Generals. Commanders are preparing for The Storm and exposure of cia
corruption connected to the U.S. military coup of 2020 over stolen
elections and MASSIVE corruption connected to fbi. Presidents. Deep
State Military intel< )
_____
The deep state in Europe is in panic as cia operations is in free fall.
WEF projects bend exposed to the world wide great Awakening ( military
)projects
The collapse of NATO in real time.
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A STORM over Europe is building and the Great COLLAPSE will WAKE the
sheep when the banks go down<
_2024 a year to remember as WHISTLEBLOWERS FROM MILITARY,
BANKING, HEALTHCARE, GOVERNMENTS, ESTABLISHMENTS>>>> STEP
FORWARD//
___
Lots of things happing Patriots!!!!!

The Great Awaking
WWG1WGA
__
Trump gives COMMS to install military power over blue states and end
violence and  antifa and the corruption in blue states
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>1785 insurrection law////

You have more than you know


